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360° OF FUN

By turning the drive 180° degrees, Volvo Penta
delivers a complete, full circle of an all-in-one
adventure for families on the water.
Every boater is different. Some like to cruise
around with friends. Some like to spend their
days beached up, swimming off the back of the
boat. Some like the adrenaline rush that only
watersports can provide. We set out to create
a versatile propulsion option so that boaters do
not have to choose one activity over the other.

A package that offers something for everyone.
And that’s just what we did through the
introduction of the Volvo Penta Forward Drive
five years ago.

FIVE KEY BENEFITS

Featuring two forward-facing, counter-rotating
props - known as the DuoProp - positioned
to pull the boat through the water rather
than pushing it, the Volvo Penta Forward
Drive delivers powerful performance, fast
acceleration, superior maneuverability and
maximized comfort.

This Innovation Award-winning package has
been proven in more than 50 boat models and
thousands of boats on the water today.

WATER SPORTS

Versatility

Wakesurfing, Wakeboarding, Tubing

COMFORT
Silent Shift, exhaust & noise thru drive

EFFICIENCY

No fumes, less noise,
enhanced safety

Forward Duodrop™ fuel efficiency

More torque, better
maneuverability

FLEXIBILITY

Adjustable angle of thrust

Customize your water sports experience

PERFORMANCE
Engine size, acceleration, turning
radius, top end, docking

Better fuel consumption,
higher speeds, tighter
curves

STRATEGIC BOAT
BUILDING PARTNERS

We have partnered with some of the best boat
builders in the world to offer all-purpose Forward
Drive-powered boats in the style that best suits you.

Avalon has been an innovator in the pontoon boat market
for nearly 50 years. The company’s current offerings, split
between the Master, Signature and Boutique collections, span
the gamut from luxury flagship craft paired with Avalon’s highperformance, Waveglider triple pontoons to popular midrange
models that can be configured in a wide variety of floor plans
to compact, cost-conscious offerings ideal for the entry-level
boater. And with Avalon, everything — from pontoons to
framing and furniture — is produced in house, allowing for
exceptional quality control.
The latest example of Avalon’s innovative
heritage is found in the Waketoon. Winner of
a prestigious National Marine Manufacturer’s
Association Innovation Award, the Waketoon is
the first pontoon to use Volvo Penta’s Forward
Drive. Paired with a patent-pending pontoon
design that includes integrated rocker, a wake
shaper and contoured wake plates to produce
the desired waterflow, the Waketoon builds a
surfable wake that the whole family can enjoy
while requiring no additional ballast.
Truly unique? The Waketoon produces
surfable waves on both sides of the wake
simultaneously, allowing not one but two
surfers to enjoy the ride.

For more information click here:
avalonpontoons.com

One of the first builders to begin crafting fiberglass hulls,
Bryant has spent the last 60 years producing luxurious,
performance-minded boats that place a premium on design,
craftsmanship and innovation. The brand’s current offerings
reflect that laser-like focus with six models, divided into the
all-around Calandra lineup and the watersports-focused Surf
Edition series.
All include Bryant trademarks like deep-V hulls
that handle a wide variety of water conditions,
tall freeboards for a smooth, dry ride and
standard features including digital throttle
and shift, aft-facing cameras, wireless phone
charging, JL Audio sound systems and the
12.3” BryantVUE touchscreen digital helm
display with GPS mapping.
Surf Edition models are comprised of the 27’,
15-passenger C7, 23’, 13-passenger C1 and
12-passenger, 21’ C1. All combine the benefits
of Volvo Penta’s Forward Drive with Integrated
Surf Tabs to boost and shape the wake,
integrated sub-floor ballast tanks, Zero Off GPS
speed control, customizable wave settings,
Roswell windshield mount mirrors, and foldable
towers with integrated Bimini tops for welcome
shade.

— C1 Surf Sport

— C7 Surf Sport

For more information click here:
bryantboats.com

— C3

— C7 Surf Sport

— C1

For more information click here:
bryantboats.com

The APEX2 whole design is the culmination of years of
experience of marine design and the study of fluid dynamics.
Everything we have learned over decades of testing in real
world applications has been incorporated into APEX2.
Utilizing lessons learned from raceboat
development, our hull surface and engine
systems offer incredible performance,
improved fuel economy, and class leading
handling and safety.
– Setback engine placement
– Dual deadrise

— Muskoka APEX2 Hull

– Centerline surface lift zone
– Turn down strakes and chine

For more information click here:
campionboats.com

— WS 18

— WS 20

— WS 23

For more information click here:
campionboats.com

For over 55 years, Chaparral has focused on quality, oneof-a-kind craftsmanship. Today, this is evident from the
earliest design phases of a flagship like the 347 SSX to the
finishing touches on an affordable 19’ SSi’s plush, hand
stitched upholstery. Innovation, however, deserves equal
billing. Chaparral’s Extended V-Plane hull design, a creation
that effectively lengthens the hull so that it wraps around
the outdrive, results in a longer running surface to maintain
a flatter attitude in the water and allows Chaparral boats to
jump quickly onto plane and stay on plane at lower speeds.
— 26 Surf
Chaparral’s Surf lineup includes four models
with increasing length and passenger
capacities, the 21 Surf, 23 Surf, 26 Surf, and
30 Surf. Rather than the horizontal tabs favored
by many Forward Drive builders, Chaparral
uses the Surf Gate, technology licensed from
inboard manufacturer Malibu.
Twin, vertical tabs located at each corner
of the transom below the swim platform,
individual gates pivot outward to disrupt water
flow, building and cleaning up the wake on a
rider’s preferred side. Other highlights include
a Medallion touchscreen display and control
center, folding watersports arch, cruise
control and ballast system.

— 30 Surf

For more information click here:
chaparralboats.com

— 21 Surf

— 26 Surf

— 23 Surf

— 30 Surf

For more information click here:
chaparralboats.com

One of the most legendary names in the boating market,
Chris Craft boasts a rich, 146-year pedigree. From founder
Christopher Columbus Smith’s original skiff, to the mahogany
powerboats that defined the brand, to today’s models that
honor that heritage and craftsmanship while embracing new
technologies, Chris Craft continues to showcase quality,
beauty and timeless style. Deep-V hulls, reverse transom
designs, and familiar accents like handcrafted teak, stainless
steel burgee holders and trumpet horns evoke the past.
Modern technology combines with hands-on craftsmanship to
ensure the quality tradition continues into the future.
Chris Craft reserves the surf treatment for
the retro-influenced Launch series, an open
bow runabout reminiscent of the brand’s
classic models. Its formidable size, weight and
deep transom deadrise allow the builder to
forego onboard ballast and build a surf-ready
wake through a combination of Volvo Penta’s
Forward Drive and Wake Worx surf tabs.
Minute adjustments to tabs are possible via
electronic control at the helm and can be done
on the fly. Zero Off speed control uses GPS
technology to hold speed within one-tenth
of a mile per hour.

— Launch 25 GT

— Launch 28 GT

For more information click here:
chriscraft.com

— Launch 25 GT

— Launch 28 GT

For more information click here:
chriscraft.com

For over 50 years, Cobalt has been committed to not only
quality and luxury, but nonstop innovation. From pioneering
the now-common extended running surface design that
allows a boat to jump onto plane with minimal bowrise and
carve confidently through turns, to trademark features like
stainless, turnbuckle Bimini support poles instead of fabric
straps, integrated bow eyes with scuff plate protection to
prevent trailer damage, and quick-release fender clips, the
status quo has never been accepted. Cobalt customers have
taken notice, giving the builder an impressive string of J.D.
Power awards for highest customer satisfaction.

— R7 Surf

Cobalt’s Surf Series is no exception. Four
distinct models based on existing bow riders,
the 23’ 8” CS23 Surf, 23’ 10” R3 Surf, 25’ 8”
R5 and Surf 27’ 6” R7 Surf all offer exceptional
surfing performance without compromising
Cobalt’s trademark soft, dry, fast ride.
In addition to Volvo Penta’s Forward Drive,
the TruWave Surf System adds oversized,
Cobalt-designed surf tabs, integrated ballast
tanks, ZeroOff GPS-based speed control and
simplified control integration through either of
two Garmin touchscreen displays. A proprietary
Performance Mode can also drop the tabs to
get a fully loaded boat onto plane between sets.

— CS23 Surf

For more information click here:
cobaltboats.com

— R3 Surf

— CS23 Surf

— R5 Surf

— R7 Surf

For more information click here:
cobaltboats.com

Crownline offers some of the most exciting, progressive boats
on the market. The former is found in the builder’s wide array
of models, from 20’ bowriders to 36’ cruisers. The latter is
found in unique styling, cutting-edge features and Crownline’s
patented F.A.S.T. Tab hull.
Short for fin-assisted safe turn, the proven design gives
Crownline boats improved low-speed stability, a quicker time
to plane and boosts fuel efficiency. Vented chines aerate the
running surface to reduce drag, while subtle fins behind each
vent aid in overall handling, even prevent low-speed wander.

— 265 SS SURF

Crownline’s line of crossover surf models
include three models based off the Eclipse
series, the 23’ E 235 SURF, 25’ 3” E 255
SURF, and 27’ E 275 SURF, along with the
flagship 26’ 3” 265 SS SURF.
All feature an extensive list of standard
equipment, including triple ballast bags spread
out for even weighting, Wake Worx surf tabs,
and Samson Blade aluminum watersports
tower with sun top, four amplified tower
speakers and two combination wake/surf
board racks. The 265 SS SURF adds additional
ballast for maximum wave height.

— E 275 SURF

For more information click here:
crownline.com

— E235 Surf

— 265SS Surf

— E255 Surf

— E275 Surf

For more information click here:
crownline.com

Four Winns builds an impressive array of models at varying
sizes and price points, including bowriders from 18’ to 35’,
hybrid deck boats from 18’ to 27’, and cruisers to 35’. A
Four Winns trademark is the Stable-Vee hull, a design that
clings to the water during hard cornering and gives a Four
Winns the feeling of a sports car. Trademark “After Pods”, a
stepped, angled design at the aft corners, minimize bow rise
at slower speeds and reduce drag at high speed, maximizing
acceleration and operating efficiency, while giving the driver
improved forward visibility. Stable-Vee’s extended running
surface also provides improved lateral stability, giving boats a
more confident presence whether underway or at rest.
Four Winns also boasts one of the largest
wake surf lineups, with no less than eight
models between 20’ and 27’ based off the
builder’s Hybrid Deck Boat platform. Towsports
amenities include an onboard ballast system to
boost wake size, wake-enhancement tabs to
shape those wakes for maximum surf potential
and a touchscreen command center with
integrated speed control to easily transition into
wake mode. Options include hinged, electricassist wakesports towers with color-matched
Bimini tops and tower-mount board racks.

For more information click here:
https://www.fourwinns.com

— HD8 SURF

— HD5 RS SURF

— HD8 RS SURF

— HD5 SURF

For more information click here:
https://www.fourwinns.com

— HD 3 SURF

— HD2 RS SURF

— HD3 RS SURF

— HD2 SURF

For more information click here:
https://www.fourwinns.com

It’s been nearly 50 years since James Bond immortalized
a GT 160, but that iconic model’s DNA remains evident in
Glastron’s current lineup of runabouts, deck boats and
Ski & Fish models. Nearly as iconic is the company’s SSV
(Super Stable Vee) hull. Its wide, reverse chines produce
added lift while providing a precise, stable feel in the corners.
Those same wide hull chines, extended far forward toward the
bow, act as sponsons to reduce side-to-side and front-to-back
rocking when the boat’s at rest.
The three-boat Surf Series, built off a passenger-friendly
deckboat platform, includes the 22’ 6” GTD 205 Surf,
24’ 2” GTD 225 Surf and 24’ 4” GTD 245 Surf.
GTD models are unique in that they combine
a surf and fishing focus. Standard wake
enhancement tabs, custom graphics and
optional Zero-Off speed control, ballast system,
hinging wakeboard tower and board racks are
geared for the former; latter amenities include
an optional fishing package of trolling motor,
livewell, fishing seats and casting platforms
fore and aft. The GTD 245 makes surf features
standard, including tabs, ballast system
and Zero-Off speed control.

— GTD 205 Surf

— GTD 225 Surf

For more information click here:
glastron.com

— GTD 205 Surf

— GTD 245 Surf

— GTD 225 Surf

For more information click here:
glastron.com

Regal’s expansive model line includes Bowriders,
go-anywhere Sports Activity Vessels, Express Cruisers…even
Yachts to 42’ in length. A common denominator in most?
The FasTrac hull, a design that is not only patented but
the winner of an International Marine Trade & Exhibitors
Conference (IMTEC) Innovation Award.
Combining a deep vee forward with a full mid-beam step
designed to break up the running surface and introduce air
under the hull, the FasTrac design increases top speeds while
delivering overall performance gains, including dramatically
superior fuel economy. The FasTrac design has also allowed
Regal to use smaller, more efficient engines and still achieve
the same performance goals.

Regal’s surf offerings are based off the LS2,
LS4 and LS6 models, runabouts that feature
edge-to-edge seating to maximize cockpit space
and a versatile transom layout that puts the focus
on comfort, whether passengers are gearing up
to ride or simply relaxing in a favorite cove.
Regal’s Surf System adds Wake Worx surf tabs,
modified to Regal’s own specifications, along
with integrated ballast divided between bags
in both aft storage compartments as well as
the ski locker. Tabs, ballast and speed are all
controlled via intuitive Volvo Penta Water
Sport Control at the helm.

For more information click here:
regalboats.com

— LS4 Surf

— LS2 Surf

— LS6 Surf

For more information click here:
regalboats.com

A company that traces its roots all the way back to 1903,
today Starcraft Marine’s offerings run the gamut, from
aluminum jon boat, utility and fishing models to fiberglass
runabout and deck boats, even pontoons.
Choices are abundant, particularly in the fiberglass category,
highlighted by the deck boat category where the company
offers no less than seven categories and multiple lengths and
floorplans. Starcraft also boasts one of the industry’s best
warranties, a limited lifetime warranty on hull and structure,
and six-year warranty on components, carpet, upholstery and
electronics, all transferable to a second owner.
Starcraft’s Surf offerings are divided between
two deckboat-based platforms, the MDX and
SCX. The former’s 22’ 3” 201 I/O Surf and 24’
5” 231 I/O Surf feature a deck boat’s more
traditional open cockpit, with wraparound
perimeter seating. SCX models, including the
20’ 4” SCX 211 I/O Surf and 23’ 2” SCX 231
I/O Surf, take on a more crossover design,
with picklefork bow and deeper hull.
All four include standard surf tabs, full onboard
ballast bag systems and GPS-based Zero
Off speed control. Volvo Penta Water Sports
Control display, wake towers and onboard
camera are also available.

For more information click here:
starcraftmarine.com

— 231 SCX SURF SERIES

— 211 SCX SURF SERIES

— 230 SCX SURF SERIES

For more information click here:
starcraftmarine.com

ALL-IN-ONE FUN
A smooth, quiet ride. Tighter turns. Superior handling.

These are just a few of the qualities Forward
Drive owners appreciate in this one-of-a-kind,
revolutionary propulsion system. We’ll walk you
through a highlight of the key benefits you’ll
experience with this offering.
Powerful Performance
Variable trim angles provide the right thrust for
cruising around and reaching top speeds that
are higher compared to conventional inboards.
You’ll also speed to plane quicker. Turns are
tighter and faster too with directional thrust.
Volvo Penta’s award-winning next-generation
gasoline engines are the powerful force behind
this impressive performance.

Here’s a peek at just some of the technical
advancements that earned these engines
an Innovation Award and the respect of
sterndrive owners across the globe.
– Industry-first direct fuel injection which
contributes to better low-end torque
and unmatched fuel efficiency.
– Lightweight all-aluminum block for
unparalleled power-to-weight ratio.
– Variable Valve Timing producing higher
torque and acceleration across the full
range of RPMs.
– Standardization of closed cooling for more
consistent internal temperature, longer life with
no internal parts exposed to raw or salt water.
– Latest automotive technology adapted
for marine use.

VERSATILIT Y

We don’t believe boat owners should have
to compromise. That’s why we created a
propulsion solution that gives you the freedom
to enjoy just about every use of a boat.
And, that maximizes the full experience through
a combination of unique features and benefits.
The clean transom made possible with
the Volvo Penta sterndrive opens a world
of possibilities for fun, right from the
swim platform.
Here’s just a sampling of the things you
can do with your Forward Drive boat.

1. Wake surfing
2. Wake boarding
3. Water skiing
4. Cruising
5. Beaching
6. Fishing
7. Scuba Diving
8. Tubing
9. Relaxing on the sun pad
10. Dangling your feet in the water
11. Jumping from the swim platform
12. Entertaining
How will you spend your time on the water?

EFFICIENCY

Not only does the Volvo Penta Duoprop deliver
better maneuverability, greater low-speed
handling and fast acceleration. The innovative
technology also enables optimal fuel economy
so you can go further, longer. The emission
levels of these engines come in significantly
lower than EPA standards for sterndrives.
Ease of Use
Volvo Penta’s solutions are designed to
make the boating experience easy, and
the Forward Drive is no exception.
One example is the ability to dock with ease
thanks to the Forward Drive’s unique horizontal
thrust and props positioned close to the bow.
Boaters will enjoy effortless maneuverability
in tight spaces.

What makes it so easy?
– Easy to customize waves (with optional
Water Sport Control)
– Easy to verify engine bips (easy connect)
– Easy to set routes
– Easy to maintain - Simplified Service Points
– Easy to check the oil - location
– Easy to winterize – easy drain
– Easy to flush engine and drive - Transom flush
– Keep RPM - maintain target speeds
- Speed control
– Right size of the wave 2¾ to 3¼ feet

MAXIMIZED COMFORT

Many factors collide to create the ultimate
onboard experience. Let’s start with placement
of the drive. The Forward Drive has been
strategically positioned under the boat and
set back from the stern, equating to less noise
and exhaust levels. The now standard Silent
Shift feature enables soundless and seamless
shifting in and out of gear, adding to
overall comfort.
The forward facing propellers and placement
of the drive unit also help to increase safety
when surfing, waterskiing or swimming behind
the boat. And, it makes for a cleaner, fresher
experience for both those on the boat and
those surfing behind.

What factors contribute to a more
comfortable experience?
– No fumes
– Less noise
– Smooth and silent shifting in and out of gear
– Cleaner emissions
– Maneuverability
– Easy to get in and out of the boat via access
to the swim platform
– Option for fully integrated engine-driven
air conditioner and optional heating system
designed specifically for open-cockpit
sterndrive boats

KEY FEATURES OF THE
VOLVO PENTA STERNDRIVE
EXPERIENCE

Silent Shift
Customers across Volvo Penta’s entire range
of sterndrive solutions will enjoy the benefit of
Silent Shift. This innovative new feature enables
smooth and silent shifting, in and out of gear.
No more clunk, and way more enjoyment.
Duoprop Propellers
For nearly 40 years, Volvo Penta has been
delivering unparalleled thrust, fast acceleration,
higher top speeds, superior maneuverability
and onboard comfort through the DuoProp’s
twin counter-rotating propellers. Other
advantages of this propulsion technology
include more powerful grip, a symmetrical
wake, no side force and less cavitation.
Speed Control
Volvo Penta was the first sterndrive
manufacturer to introduce speed control
in 2008 and is standard on all Volvo
Penta gasoline products.

OPTIONS FOR
EASY BOATING

Here is just a sampling of options available to
make your boating experience even better:
Electronic Vessel Control (EVC)
By integrating your vessel with the optional
EVC system, you can significantly improve the
experience by adding on beneficial functions
like the Glass Cockpit System and enjoy
features such as Tow Mode.
Powertrim Assistant
Optional for Volvo Penta sterndrives with
Electronic Vessel Control, Powertrim Assistant
automatically adjusts the boat’s drive trim for
optimal running attitude, resulting in lower
fuel consumption, faster acceleration,
higher top speed and better comfort.
Glass Cockpit Display
This user-friendly system collects and
displays all driver information in one
place via a single interface.

Trip Computer
With Trip Computer, the driver gets
access to important trip information.
Tow Mode
Automatically accelerates to your pre-set
engine speed and compensates for
changes in load.
Cruise Control
Lets the driver fine-tune the cruising
speed to desired level.
Volvo Penta Water Sport Control
Create custom waves with a touch of the finger.
Easy Connect
Volvo Penta delivers the engine, boat and
route data directly to the palm of your hand.
With Easy Connect, your smart device gives
you a visual on important data whether you are
onboard or at home. It also helps with planning
future trips, keeping you connected with friends
and reducing any service time through a direct
connection to your dealer.

Saltwater Series
Take your adventure to salt water
with Volvo Penta’s Saltwater Series.
The durable titanium-ceramic OceanX
coating, which is applied using
a state-of-the-art electrodeposition
process and covers the entire drive
assembly, makes the Volvo Penta drives
four times more resistant to galvanic
corrosion. More protection means
more time for enjoyment.
TSK Flush
– Facilitates easy engine and drive flushing
– In addition to Transom Flush, engine
flush is still available
– Equivalent accessibility to outboard
motor flushing systems

POWERED BY THE
MOST ADVANCED
GASOLINE
STERNDRIVE ENGINES
ON THE MARKET

Volvo Penta’s next-generation gasoline
engines offer the latest advancements in
marine technology, characterized by features
never before seen from a sterndrive engine
manufacturer.
Unique and notable features include:
– Industry-first direct fuel injection which
contributes to better low-end torque and
unmatched fuel efficiency
– Lightweight all-aluminum block for
unparalleled power-to-weight ratio
– Standard closed cooling for more consistent
internal temperature, longer life with no
internal parts exposed to raw or salt water
– Industry-first wideband oxygen sensors
optimizing the engine for varying fuel quality
and also reducing carbon monoxide
emissions by 95 percent
– Variable Valve Timing producing higher
torque and acceleration across the full
range of RPMs

– Easy Drain - the gasoline sterndrive raw
water engine-draining system that can
be activated with a single knob,
whether the boat is in or out of the water.
– Standardization across full product line
of marine gas engines with common
parts and service points to simplify
service and maintenance
– 5-year/500-hour factory-backed
limited warranty**
– 75-hour oil service interval

THE ADVANTAGES
ARE CLEAR

When measured up against traditional inboard
and outboard models, the advantages of the
Volvo Penta Forward Drive are obvious. It’s a
solution that combines the best of both worlds.

Here’s a comparison against
traditional inboards:
– Reduced noise levels and vibrations
for enhanced comfort

Here’s how we measure up to outboards:
– Improved handling and easier maneuvering
– Easy and spacious access to the
water with a clean transom
– Duoprop offers better handling
and performance
– Longer service life with standard
freshwater cooling
– A more comfortable ride
– Better engine longevity with
placement in the boat
– Increased fuel economy
– Optional Powertrim Assistant
and Tow mode with EVC

– Compact, integrated installation
at the stern for more onboard space
– Duoprop offers better handling
and performance
– Higher fuel efficiency
– Minimal fumes onboard with exhaust
emissions through the drive and
washed away from the boat
– Powertrim and optional Powertrim
Assistant to automatically optimize ride

FIVE YEARS
OF FACTORY
PROTECTION

From helm-to-prop, your Volvo Penta package
is backed by the company’s extensive dealer
network. No matter where you are, it’ll never
be far from local expertise, high-quality
parts, service and support.
With Volvo Penta Action Service, you’ll have
24-hour support, 365 days a year so you never
have to worry. In addition, the solutions come
equipped with five years of factory protection,
with optional extended coverage, giving
you added peace of mind.

